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Abstract. Cell invasion involves a population of cells that migrate along a substrate
and proliferate to a carrying capacity density. These two processes, combined,
lead to invasion fronts that move into unoccupied tissues. Traditional modelling
approaches based on reaction{diusion equations cannot incorporate individual{level
observations of cell velocity, as information propagates with innite velocity according
to these parabolic models. In contrast, velocity{jump processes allow us to explicitly
incorporate individual{level observations of cell velocity, thus providing an alternative
framework for modelling cell invasion. Here, we introduce proliferation into a standard
velocity{jump process and show that the standard model does not support invasion
fronts. Instead, we nd that crowding eects must be explicitly incorporated into
a proliferative velocity{jump process before invasion fronts can be observed. Our
observations are supported by numerical and analytical solutions of a novel coupled
system of partial dierential equations, including travelling wave solutions, and
associated random walk simulations.
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1. Introduction
Cell invasion is essential for development, wound healing and malignant progression
[1, 2]. In normal wound healing, cells migrate and proliferate forming an invasion front
that closes the wound space. The schematic in gure 1(a) illustrates the key features
of an invasion prole including a well{dened front moving into unoccupied regions,
leaving them occupied at some carrying capacity density.
Experimental observations of cell motility often provide measurements of individual
cell velocities [3, 4]. However, standard mathematical models of cell invasion, including
continuum reaction{diusion models [1, 2] and discrete position{jump models [5, 6, 7, 8]
cannot incorporate any experimental estimates of velocity since the usual parabolic limit
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implies that information propagates with innite velocity. On the other hand, velocity{
jump processes allow us to incorporate estimates of cell velocity, therefore providing an
alternative, and perhaps more realistic, approach to modelling cell motility.
Velocity{jump models allow each walker's velocity to undergo a series of discrete
changes [5, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15]. Typically, this involves simulating the movement of
agents on a regular lattice. During each discrete time interval, of duration  , each agent
undergoes a displacement v with probability Pm, where v is a velocity vector. Agents
can change their velocity with probability Pt during each time step. Traditional velocity{
jump models are equivalent to position{jump models when Pt become suciently large
and the motion is essentially persistence{free [16].
Existing velocity{jump models do not include proliferation and are therefore
not equipped to study cell invasion. Motivated by this observation, we introduce
proliferation into existing velocity{jump motility models to assess whether these models
give rise to behaviour that is consistent with known properties of cell invasion. Instead
of applying our models to any one specic set of experimental measurements, we present
our results in a more general nondimensional framework that can be adapted to a specic
application where necessary.
Traditional velocity{jump models are noninteracting [5, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14]. These
models treat agents as point particles, allow multiple agents to reside at the same
location, and eectively ignore crowding eects. We nd that incorporating proliferation
into these traditional models does not lead to invasive fronts. Instead, we nd that
invasion fronts can be captured if we incorporate a proliferation mechanism into an
interacting velocity{jump process that explicitly accounts for crowding and nite size
eects [15]. Our conclusions are supported by performing detailed simulations, deriving
new continuum limit partial dierential equations (pdes), comparing averaged discrete
simulation data with solutions of the new pde models, as well as analyzing the travelling
wave solutions of the new pde models.
2. Velocity{jump models
We consider two discrete velocity{jump processes: a traditional noninteracting model
and a recently{developed interacting model. In the traditional noninteracting model,
agents are treated as point particles, multiple agents are permitted to reside at the
same location and crowding eects are neglected since each agent moves independently
of other agents in the system [5, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14]. To overcome this physical
limitation, we recently developed three interacting velocity{jump models for which each
site could be occupied by, at most, one agent [15]. Unlike the traditional approaches,
our new interacting velocity{jump models incorporate nite size eects and crowding
eects. For simplicity, here we focus on one of these interacting models, referred to
as Case 1 in [15]. Our aim is to introduce a proliferation mechanism into both the
traditional noninteracting model and the more recent interacting velocity{jump model,
and analyze the resulting behaviour. We comment on how our results generalise to
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Figure 1. (a) A schematic illustrating the spatial organisation of an invasion wave
of cells showing the invaded, invading and uninvaded regions along the invasion axis.
(b) Schematic of the discrete velocity{jump process composed of left{moving agents
(blue) and right{moving agents (red).
Cases 2 and 3 in [15] in the Conclusions.
Simulations are performed on a one{dimensional lattice, with unit spacing  = 1.
Each site is indexed i 2 Z+, and the position of each site is x = i. Time is discretized
into uniform intervals of unit duration  = 1. The population of agents is composed
of a left{moving subpopulation and a right{moving subpopulation, as illustrated in
gure 1(b). With N agents on the lattice, during the next time step N agents are
selected independently at random, one at a time. When chosen, an agent is given the
opportunity to change the direction of movement with probability Pt. Once the change
in direction has been considered, the same agent is then given the opportunity to move
with probability Pm so that right{moving agents attempt to step a distance v and
left{moving agents attempt to step a distance  v . Once the motility and turning
events have been considered, we allow the chosen agent to attempt to proliferate with
probability Pp. If the proliferation attempt is successful, a new agent is deposited on the
lattice. This algorithm is appropriate for small values of Pp where the increase in N per
time step is small. This is biologically relevant since typical cell motility rates are far
greater than proliferation rates, with Pp=Pm = O(10 3) [17]. Although our simulations
and analysis are restricted to a one{dimensional geometry, we provide further details
about how our results generalise to higher dimensions in the Discussion and conclusions
section.
If the interacting velocity{jump models and associated analysis presented in this
work were to be applied to a specic biological system where the cell diameter was  [L]
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and the cell velocity was v [LT 1], we could simulate this process with the dimensional
time step chosen to satisfy that v  = a, where a is the number of lattice sites that
a single isolated agent moves during the interval  . Instead, we take a more general
approach and perform all simulations in a nondimensional framework by scaling x with
, giving  = = = 1, and t with  , giving  =  =  = 1. Therefore, our
dimensionless simulations, with  =  = 1, can be rescaled so that they can be applied
to any specic application.
3. Incorporating proliferation
We rst treat the traditional velocity{jump process, which allows multiple agents to
reside on the same lattice site and ignores any crowding eects. For example, in
gure 1(b) with v = 2, the right{moving agent at site i would step to the unoccupied
site i + 2, while the right{moving agent at site i + 3 would step to the occupied site
i + 5. Since the traditional noninteracting model allows multiple agents to reside on
the same site, the most straightforward approach to introduce proliferation into this
model is to allow mother agents to deposit daughter agents on the same site. We
note that the same approach has been used previously to introduce proliferation into
noninteracting position{jump models where nite size eects are neglected and multiple
agents are permitted to reside on the same site [18, 19, 20]. We follow this approach,
and furthermore we assume that the direction of the daughter agent is identical to the
direction of the mother agent. For example, in this traditional model, a proliferative
right{moving agent at site i would place a right{moving daughter agent at site i.
To connect the discrete mechanism with a continuum model we average the
occupancy of site i over many identically{prepared realizations to obtain estimates of
hLii 2 [0; 1] and hRii 2 [0; 1]. After averaging, we form two discrete conservation
statements describing hLii and hRii, which are the change in average occupancy
of left{moving agents and right{moving agents at site i during the next time step,
respectfully. The discrete conservation statements for the noninteracting velocity{jump
model are given by
hRii = PmhRi v i(1  Pt)(1  Pp)
+ PmhRi v i(1  Pt)Pp
+ PmhLi v iPt(1  Pp)
+ PmhLi v iPtPp
+ (1  Pm)hLiiPt(1  Pp)
+ (1  Pm)hLiiPtPp;
  PmhRii(1  Pt)(1  Pp)
  PmhRii(1  Pt)Pp
  PmhRiiPt(1  Pp)
  PmhRiiPtPp
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  (1  Pm)hRiiPt(1  Pp)
  (1  Pm)hRiiPtPp
+ (1  Pm)hRii(1  Pt)Pp; (1)
hLii = PmhLi+v i(1  Pt)(1  Pp)
+ PmhLi+v i(1  Pt)Pp
+ PmhRi+v iPt(1  Pp)
+ PmhRi+v iPtPp
+ (1  Pm)hRiiPt(1  Pp)
+ (1  Pm)hRiiPtPp
  PmhLii(1  Pt)(1  Pp)
  PmhLii(1  Pt)Pp
  PmhLiiPt(1  Pp)
  PmhLiiPtPp
  (1  Pm)hLiiPt(1  Pp)
  (1  Pm)hLiiPtPp
+ (1  Pm)hLii(1  Pt)Pp: (2)
These discrete conservation statements are similar to those we have outlined in [15],
except we now include additional proliferative events. Each of the terms in the discrete
conservation statements has a relatively straightforward physical interpretation which
we list in Appendix A. We will now describe how to obtain a pde description from
these discrete conservation statements. However, before we proceed it is worthwhile to
note that the discrete conservation statements, given by (1){(2), can be considerably
simplied at this stage since there are several terms in the discrete conservation
statements that cancel. For example, (1){(2) simplies to,
hRii = PmhRi v i(1  Pt) + PmhLi v iPt + (1  Pm)hLiiPt
  PmhRii(1  Pt)  hRiiPt + (1  Pm)hRii(1  Pt)Pp; (3)
hLii = PmhLi+v i(1  Pt) + PmhRi+v iPt + (1  Pm)hRiiPt
  PmhLii(1  Pt)  hLiiPt + (1  Pm)hLii(1  Pt)Pp: (4)
To convert (3){(4) into continuous macroscopic pdes, we identify the average densities,
hLii and hRii, with their continuous counterparts, L(x; t) and R(x; t), and expand all
terms in a truncated Taylor series about site i as
R(x a; t) = R(x; t) aRx(x; t) +O()2; (5)
L(x a; t) = L(x; t) aLx(x; t) +O()2; (6)
where the subscript x denotes partial dierentiation. Previous continuous descriptions
of velocity{jump processes involve rst order pde models [10, 11, 12, 15]. To obtain a
similar hyperbolic pde description we retain the O() terms in the truncated Taylor
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series expansions and neglect all terms of O(2) and smaller. To proceed we divide
(1){(2) by  , and consider the limit as ! 0 and  ! 0 simultaneously with the ratio
(=) held constant. This gives us
Rt =  V Rx + (L R) + R; (7)
Lt = V Lx + (R  L) + L; (8)
V = (Pmv) lim
;!0




;  = lim
;!0

Pp


;  = lim
;!0

Pt


: (9)
Equations (7){(8) form a system of coupled linear hyperbolic pdes. To ensure that the
coecients in the pdes are nite, we have the additional requirement that Pt = O()
and Pp = O() as  ! 0 and  ! 0 jointly with the ratio (=) held constant. This
implies that the solution of (7){(8) will match the discrete model for relatively small
values of Pt and Pp [9, 15, 17, 21, 22]. We will conrm this in Section 4.
In retrospect, after nding the pde description of the noninteracting model we can
make some remarks about the importance of various terms in the discrete conservation
statements, (1){(2). Given that (7){(8) were obtained by neglecting terms of O(2) and
higher, and that our continuum limit requires that we have Pt = O() and Pp = O()
as ! 0 and  ! 0 jointly with the ratio (=) held constant, any term on the right{
hand side of (1){(2) that involves products of Pp, Pt, or spatial gradient terms, such
as Rx or Lx, will not contribute to the O() terms in the pde description. Therefore,
although we have listed every term in the discrete conservation statements, many of
these turn out to be of O(2) and are absent from the pde model.
We now consider incorporating proliferation into an interacting velocity{jump
model where motility events are permitted only if the target site is vacant (Case 1
in [15]). To demonstrate the essential features of this model, consider gure 1(b) with
v = 2; the right{moving agent at site i would step to the vacant site i + 2 whereas
the left{moving agent at site i + 5 would attempt to step to the occupied site i + 3.
This attempted event would be aborted since the target site is occupied. We interpret
the abortion of motility events that would place multiple agents on the same site as a
simple, but realistic way of representing crowding eects in the system [15].
To introduce proliferation into the interacting model, we only permit daughter
agents to be placed on vacant sites. The simplest way to do this is to allow daughter
agents to be deposited on a nearest neighbour site provided it is vacant. For example, a
proliferative left{moving agent at site i would attempt to deposit a left{moving daughter
agent at site i 1, where the target site is chosen with equal probability. The potential
proliferation event would only be successful if the target site is vacant. If we consider
the schematic snapshot in gure 1(b), the right{moving agent at site i would be able
to deposit a daughter agent at site i 1, each with probability Pp=2, whereas the left{
moving agent at site i  2 would be able to deposit a daughter agent at site i  1 with
probability Pp=2, and any attempt to deposit a daughter agent at site i   3 would be
aborted since that site is occupied.
The discrete conservation statements for the interacting process with proliferation
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are given by
hRii = PmhRi v i(1  hSii)(1  Pt)(1  Pp)
+ PmhRi v i(1  hSii)(1  Pt)Pp
+ PmhLi v i(1  hSii)Pt(1  Pp)
+ PmhLi v i(1  hSii)PtPp
+ PmhLiihSi+v iPt(1  Pp)
+ PmhLiihSi+v iPtPp
+ (1  Pm)hLiiPt(1  Pp)
+ (1  Pm)hLiiPtPp
  PmhRii(1  hSi+v i)(1  Pt)(1  Pp)
  PmhRii(1  hSi+v i)(1  Pt)Pp
  PmhRii(1  hSi v i)Pt(1  Pp)
  PmhRii(1  hSi v i)PtPp
  PmhRiihSi v iPt(1  Pp)
  PmhRiihSi v iPtPp
  (1  Pm)hRiiPt(1  Pp)
  (1  Pm)hRiiPtPp
+ PmhRi v 1i(1  hSi 1i)(1  Pt)(1  hSii)Pp=2
+ PmhLi v 1i(1  hSi 1i)Pt(1  hSii)Pp=2
+ PmhRi v+1i(1  hSi+1i)(1  Pt)(1  hSii)Pp=2
+ PmhLi v+1i(1  hSi+1i)Pt(1  hSii)Pp=2
+ (1  Pm)hRi 1i(1  Pt)(1  hSii)Pp=2
+ (1  Pm)hLi 1iPt(1  hSii)Pp=2
+ PmhRi 1ihSi+v 1i(1  Pt)(1  hSii)Pp=2
+ PmhLi 1ihSi+v 1iPt(1  hSii)Pp=2
+ (1  Pm)hRi+1i(1  Pt)(1  hSii)Pp=2
+ (1  Pm)hLi+1iPt(1  hSii)Pp=2
+ PmhRi+1ihSi+v+1i(1  Pt)(1  hSii)Pp=2
+ PmhLi+1ihSi+v+1iPt(1  hSii)Pp=2 (10)
hLii = PmhLi+v i(1  hSii)(1  Pt)(1  Pp)
+ PmhLi+v i(1  hSii)(1  Pt)Pp
+ PmhRi+v i(1  hSii)Pt(1  Pp)
+ PmhRi+v i(1  hSii)PtPp
+ PmhRiihSi v iPt(1  Pp)
+ PmhRiihSi v iPtPp
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+ (1  Pm)hRiiPt(1  Pp)
+ (1  Pm)hRiiPtPp
  PmhLii(1  hSi v i)(1  Pt)(1  Pp)
  PmhLii(1  hSi v i)(1  Pt)Pp
  PmhLii(1  hSi+v i)Pt(1  Pp)
  PmhLii(1  hSi+v i)PtPp
  PmhLiihSi v iPt(1  Pp)
  PmhLiihSi v iPtPp
  (1  Pm)hLiiPt(1  Pp)
  (1  Pm)hLiiPtPp
+ PmhLi+v+1i(1  hSi+1i)(1  Pt)(1  hSii)Pp=2
+ PmhRi+v+1i(1  hSi+1i)Pt(1  hSii)Pp=2
+ PmhLi+v 1i(1  hSi 1i)(1  Pt)(1  hSii)Pp=2
+ PmhRi+v 1i(1  hSi 1i)(Pt)(1  hSii)Pp=2
+ (1  Pm)hLi+1i(1  Pt)(1  hSii)Pp=2
+ (1  Pm)hRi+1iPt(1  hSii)Pp=2
+ PmhLi+1ihSi v+1i(1  Pt)(1  hSii)Pp=2
+ PmhRi+1ihSi v+1iPt(1  hSii)Pp=2
+ (1  Pm)hLi 1i(1  Pt)(1  hSii)Pp=2
+ (1  Pm)hRi 1iPt(1  hSii)Pp=2
+ PmhLi 1ihSi v 1i(1  Pt)(1  hSii)Pp=2
+ PmhRi 1ihSi v 1iPt(1  hSii)Pp=2; (11)
where hSii = hLii + hRii. Each of the terms in the discrete conservation statements
has a physical interpretation which are given in Appendix A. The approach to deriving
the relevant pde model for the interacting model follows the same approach that we
used to derive the pde model for the noninteracting model. To convert (10){(11) into
continuous macroscopic pdes, we identify the average densities, hLii and hRii, with their
continuous counterparts, L(x; t) and R(x; t), and expand all terms in a truncated Taylor
series using (5){(6). We divide (10){(11) by  , and considering the limit as ! 0 and
 ! 0 simultaneously with the ratio (=) held constant to give
Rt =  V [R(1  S)]x + (L R) + R(1  S); (12)
Lt = V [L(1  S)]x + (R  L) + L(1  S); (13)
V = (Pmv) lim
;!0




;  = lim
;!0

Pp


;  = lim
;!0

Pt


; (14)
where S(x; t) = L(x; t) + R(x; t) represents the total population. Equations (12){(13)
form a system of coupled nonlinear hyperbolic pdes. To ensure that the coecients in
the pdes are nite, we have the additional requirement that Pt = O() and Pp = O()
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as  ! 0 and  ! 0 jointly with the ratio (=) held constant. Similar to the
noninteracting model, we see that many terms in the discrete conservation statements,
given by (11){(10), involve products of Pp, Pt, or spatial gradient terms, such as Rx, Lx
or Sx, and do not contribute to the O() terms in the pde description.
We note that there are several popular pde models used to represent cell motility
and cell invasion processes including the Fisher{Kolmogorov equation [23, 24] and the
Cahn{Hilliard equation [25]. One option for relating discrete simulations to a pde model
is to t the solution of some chosen pde model to averaged data from the discrete
mechanism. We do not follow this approach since it does not guarantee that there
is any meaningful relationship between the discrete process and the pde. Instead,
we prefer to take the approach of developing a biologically{inspired discrete model,
form a discrete conservation statement and then evaluate the continuum{limit of the
conservation statement to arrive at a pde which should encode relevant information
about the discrete process.
4. Short{time behaviour
To investigate the noninteracting and interacting models with proliferation we present
several short{time snapshots in gure 2(a){(c). Each snapshot shows 20 identically{
prepared realisations of the same process side{by{side to illustrate the stochastic nature
of the model. Figure 2(a) shows the initial distribution of agents, given by
R(x; 0) = w exp
"
 

x  xc
q
2#
; L(x; 0) = 0 (15)
where w 2 (0; 1] species, on average, the maximum density of agents per site and
q > 0 species the average width of the prole that is centered at xc. Snapshots in
gure 2(b){(c) show the distribution of agents for the noninteracting and interacting
models, respectively. Since we consider persistent motion with Pt  1, most of the
initially right{moving agents continue move to the right at speed v = 2 as t increases,
while a small number of right{moving agents convert into left{moving agents and then
move to the left at speed v = 2.
The total number of agents in gure 2(b){(c) increases with time due to
proliferation. This increase is most easily observed in the interacting model (gure 2(c))
since we only allow daughter agents to be deposited on vacant sites and we see that the
physical extent of the occupied area of the lattice increases with time. The number of
agents present in the noninteracting model (gure 2(b)) grows at a faster rate than the
interacting model since there are no aborted proliferation events due to the neglect of
crowding eects. Therefore, the size of the noninteracting population increases relatively
quickly, and without bound, while the physical extent of the occupied area of the lattice
does not appear to increase as dramatically as in the interacting case since the traditional
model allows multiple agents to reside on the same site. This initial observation suggests
that the traditional velocity{jump model with proliferation will not lead to invasion
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Figure 2. (a){(c) Snapshots comparing the noninteracting and interacting velocity{
jump model on 1  x  1600, with Pt = 0:0001, Pp = 0:005, v = 2 and  =  = Pm =
1. The initial distribution of 20 identically{prepared realisations, shown side{by{side
in (a), is given by (15) with w = 0:6, q = 20 and xc = 400. Each snapshot shows both
right{moving agents (red) and left{moving agents (blue). Results at t = 200 are shown
in (b) and (c) for noninteracting and interacting models, respectively. (d){(g) Discrete{
continuum comparisons for noninteracting and interacting velocity{jump models with
no turning (Pt = 0) and small turning (Pt = 0:0001) at t = 100 and t = 300. Discrete
simulations were for 1  x  10000 with Pp = 0:005, v = 2 and  =  = Pm = 1.
The thick black horizontal line shows the carrying capacity density for the interacting
model, S(x; t) = 1. The initial distribution is given by (15) with w = 0:6 , q = 1200 and
xc = 5000 (black dashed line). Left (red) and right (blue) moving density proles were
computed from 300 identically{prepared realisations of the discrete model. Numerical
solutions of (7){(8) (black dashed) and (12){(13) (black dashed) are superimposed onto
the discrete density proles. The numerical solutions of the pde models are obtained
using an explicit Euler upwind nite dierence approximation [26] with x = 20 and
t = 0:1. These numerical solutions are grid{independent.
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fronts since there is no mechanism to impose a carrying capacity density.
To examine how the dierences in the discrete mechanisms translate to dierences
at the population level, we compare discrete and continuum density proles for the
interacting and noninteracting models. We average the occupancy of sites from a large
number of identically prepared realisations to construct the discrete density proles,
and then superimpose the corresponding numerical solution of (7){(8) and (12){(13).
Density proles in gure 2(d) and (f) are for no turning (ballistic motion), and density
proles in gure 2(e) and (g) are for small turning (persistent motion), with all solutions
subject to the initial condition (15). The quality of the discrete{continuum match in
gure 2(d){(g) is excellent for both the noninteracting and interacting models. This
high quality of match implies that the assumptions we made to arrive at (7){(8) and
(12){(13) are reasonable. In particular, we noted that many of the terms in the discrete
conservation statements do not contribute to the O() terms in the pde descriptions.
Despite the neglect of these terms, we nd that the solutions of the relevant pde models
corresponds quite well with the averaged discrete density proles.
The evolution of the density proles in gure 2 shows that the proliferation
mechanism increases the total number of agents with time. For the noninteracting
model we observe unrealistic behaviour since the agent density increases without
bound (gure. 2(d){(e)). More realistically, for the interacting model, we see that the
agent density increases without exceeding the carrying capacity density, S(x; t) = 1,
(gure 2(f){(g)). The dierences between the noninteracting and interacting models
highlight the importance of incorporating crowding eects in order to represent realistic
behaviour. These preliminary observations suggest that noninteracting velocity{jump
models are inappropriate for studying cell invasion whereas the interacting model
with proliferation appears to capture more realistic invasion{type behaviour. We will
now consider long{time simulations and investigate whether the new pde models and
associated discrete processes support travelling wave solutions.
5. Travelling wave behaviour
Cell invasion processes in one dimension often give rise to invasion fronts that move at
constant speed [1, 2]. Figures 3(a){(b) show numerical solutions of (12){(13) for large
times; the observation that the proles of each subpopulation appear to be propagating
to the right at constant speed suggest the existence of travelling wave solutions. To
investigate this behaviour further, we will now focus on the simplest possible case in
which Pt = 0. For initial conditions with L(x; 0) = 0 (like (15)), setting Pt = 0 means
that  = 0 and thus L(x; t)  0 for all time. As a result, (12){(13) reduce to a single
pde for R(x; t). We look for travelling wave solutions of the form R(x; t) = R(z), where
z = x  ct. Substitution into (12) leads to
[c  V (1  2R)]dR
dz
=  R(1 R); (16)
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Figure 3. Travelling wave behaviour of the interacting velocity{jump model for no
turning Pt = 0 (left column) and small turning Pt = 0:0001 (right column) with
v = 2. In all cases the numerical solutions of (12){(13) are obtained using an explicit
Euler upwind nite dierence approximation [26]. (a){(b) Numerical solutions of (12){
(13) on 1  x  20000. (a) The initial condition is R(x; 0) = 0:99 exp( 0:01x) and
L(x; 0) = 0, and numerical proles correspond to x = 1 and t = 0:5. Proles
are shown at intervals of t = 500. The numerical wave speed is c = 2:5 and the
exact solution, (17), is superimposed (black dashed line). (b) The initial condition is
R(x; 0) = 0:99 exp( 0:5x) and L(x; 0) = 0, and numerical proles correspond to x = 5
and t = 0:5, and proles are shown at intervals of t = 1000. (c){(d) Numerical wave
speed results for right (red dots) and left{moving (blue dots) subpopulations conrm
(19) (black line) for various initial decay rates a. The initial condition is given by
R(x; 0) = exp( ax), L(x; 0) = 0 and the numerical solution of (12){(13) were obtained
on a suciently long domain so that the travelling wave solution had sucient time
to form. The wave speed c was calculated numerically with x = 1 and t = 0:1. (e){
(f) Discrete{continuum comparisons showing long{time match. Numerical solutions
(12){(13) (black dashed lines) are superimposed on discrete density proles (red and
blue lines) computed using 300 identically{prepared realisations. (e) With Pt = 0,
proles are shown at t = 10000, 11000 and 12000 for 1  x  40000 with the initial
distribution of agents given by (15) with w = 0:99, q = 1000 and xc = 5000. (f) With
Pt = 0:0001, proles are shown at t = 8000, 10000 and 12000 for 1  x  70000 with
the initial distribution of agents given by (15) with w = 0:99, q = 1000 and xc = 35000.
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R
(1 R)(c+V )=(c V ) = A exp

  
c  V (x  ct)

; (17)
where A is a constant of integration. To relate the wave speed c to the initial condition
[1], we note that at the leading edge, with R 1, (17) gives
R  A exp

  
c  V (x  ct)

as x  ct!1: (18)
For initial data with the property R(x; 0) = O(exp( ax)) as x!1, where a > 0 is a
constant, matching with (18) leads to the dispersion relation
c = V +

a
: (19)
Equation (19) relates the wave speed c to the decay rate of the initial data. Figure 3(c)
supports (19) by showing numerical estimates of c as a function of the decay rate of
the associated initial data, a. As a increases c decreases to a minimum value cmin = V ,
which is a physical parameter in the discrete process that is proportional to both Pm
and the agent velocity v. For initial data that decays faster than exponential, such as
(15), the wave speed is c = cmin. This argument is dierent from the well{known Fisher{
Kolmogorov equation [1], for which the minimum wave speed comes from a requirement
that a heteroclinic orbit in the phase plane is not oscillatory [1]. As expected, we nd
that (17) agrees with numerical results, as shown in gure 3(a).
We now consider the more general scenario for which  > 0. In this case our
numerical calculations suggest there are travelling wave solutions that have density
proles of both L(x; t) and R(x; t) moving to the right at constant speed, as illustrated
in gure 3(b). This interesting and counterintuitive behaviour can be explained by
remembering that in the discrete simulations with Pt > 0 we have some right{moving
agents converting into left{moving agents, and noting that as the prole of right{moving
agents propagates to the right, it leaves behind an increasingly large subpopulation of
left{moving agents. This process is continuing at a constant speed, resulting in a density
prole of left{moving agents that appear to move to the right as a travelling wave.
The travelling wave solutions, R = R(z) and L = L(z) for  > 0, must satisfy a pair
of coupled nonlinear ordinary dierential equations that arise by setting z = x   ct in
the system of (12){(13). We do not explore this system here, but it is worth noting that
(R;L) = (1=2; 1=2) is a xed point of such a system, which implies that the travelling
wave proles must have L ! 1=2  and R ! 1=2+ as z !  1, and this is consistent
with the proles in gure 3(b).
The argument provided above to compute the dispersion relation for  = 0 does
not easily extend to the more general case  > 0. However, we conjecture that for
 > 0 the dispersion relation, (19), continues to hold. To support this hypothesis, we
rst note that numerical wave speed estimates in gure 3(d) of the left and right{moving
subpopulations support (19) for   1. Further comparisons between numerical wave
speed estimates and various values of V and  with  1 also validate the dispersion
relation. Indeed, we are interested in the regime  1 since typical observations show
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that individual cell motion is persistent with relatively infrequent changes in velocity
[27]. Secondly, from a mathematical perspective, for suciently high  we observe that
the travelling wave proles for the right{moving and left{moving subpopulations appear
to be identical. Setting R = L in (12) and looking for travelling wave solutions, we solve
the resulting dierential equation exactly to obtain
R
(1  2R)(c+V ))=(c V ) = A exp
 (x  ct)
(c  V )

: (20)
Again we nd that initial data with the property R(x; 0) = O(exp( ax)) as x ! 1
leads to (19). Thus, as (19) holds for the zero turning rate case and for the very high
turning rate case, our conjecture follows.
We close this section by examining whether travelling wave behaviour can also
be observed in the discrete model. Numerical solutions of the continuum model are
superimposed on the corresponding discrete density proles in gures 3(e){(f). Here,
in order to facilitate the discrete{continuum comparison, the numerical solutions have
been appropriately shifted [17], and our results show that the shape and speed of the
invasion fronts observed in our numerical and analytical investigations is comparable
to the discrete model for Pt  1, and indeed the comparison is excellent for Pt = 0.
The continuum{discrete comparison in gure 3(f) is not as good as in gure 3(e) and
there are several potential reasons for this. All pde models developed here make an
independence assumption that amounts to ignoring spatial correlation eects since we
interpret products of occupancy probabilities as a net transition probability. This
assumption can be relaxed by taking a more sophisticated approach to deriving the
continuum limit using pair density functions, triple density functions and a moment
closure approximation [28, 29, 30]. Given that our continuum{discrete comparisons in
gures 2{3 are quite good, and that the moment closure approach is far more demanding,
we do not pursue this avenue here.
6. Discussion and conclusions
Cell invasion is typically modelled using either reaction{diusion equations or discrete
position{jump processes. However, these diusion{based models imply that information
propagates with innite speed, and therefore experimental estimates of cell velocities
cannot be explicitly incorporated in these models. In this work, we suggest that a
velocity{jump process may be better suited to model cell invasion since these processes
directly account for the velocity of individual agents. Our rst approach introduces
proliferation into the standard noninteracting velocity{jump model. A combination
of discrete simulations and discrete{continuum modelling illustrate that the standard
noninteracting velocity{jump model with proliferation does not give rise to invasion
fronts and is inappropriate for modelling cell invasion.
Our second approach introduces proliferation into an interacting velocity{jump
process based on our previous work [15]. Simulation data and comparisons with
the continuum model show that the addition of crowding eects via agent{to{agent
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interactions leads to invasive wave behaviour. Formal analysis of the continuum model
gives a relationship between the invasion wave speed, cell velocity and proliferation rate,
which is consistent with numerical estimates of the wave speed. Finally, we illustrate
that the travelling wave behaviour in the continuum models matches the travelling
wave behaviour in our discrete models. These results indicate that the inclusion of
crowding mechanisms in a velocity{jump process is crucial in order to replicate realistic
cell invasion behaviour.
In this work we consider one particular crowding mechanism only, however it
is straightforward to introduce proliferation in a similar way using other crowding
mechanisms, such as the two other interacting models considered in [15]. In all three
cases the resulting system of pdes is of the form
Rt =  JRx + (L R) + R(1  S); (21)
Lt =  JLx + (R  L) + L(1  S); (22)
where the ux terms, JR and JL, depend on the details of the crowding mechanism. We
do not consider the other two crowding mechanisms from [15] here in any detail, but
note that in all three cases we have JR  V R and JL   V L for S(x; t)  1, which
implies that the leading order behaviour near an invading front is the same. As such,
we expect travelling wave solutions to exist for these two other interacting models when
proliferation is incorporated. While a preliminary numerical investigation supports this
conjecture, the detailed analysis of these models is left for future investigation.
All analysis presented in this work has focused on a one{dimensional geometry
which is appropriate for which is appropriate for describing simple experiments such
as scrape assays in which cells migrate and proliferate to form an invasion front in
one direction [2]. Certain applications are likely to require models that are genuinely
two{dimensional or three{dimensional. Many of the concepts developed here easily
extend to higher dimensions. For example, one possible way to model two{dimensional
processes with an interacting velocity{jump model on a regular square lattice would be
to consider the total population being composed of four subpopulations corresponding
to left{moving agents, L(x; y; t), right{moving agents, R(x; y; t), upward{moving agents,
U(x; y; t), and downward{moving agents, D(x; y; t), with S(x; y; t) = L + R + U + D.
For the situation in which: (i) agent speed is independent of direction, (ii) agents that
change direction do so by choosing a new direction at random, (iii) motility events are
permitted provided that the target site is vacant, and (iv) proliferation events place
daughter agents on a randomly chosen nearest neighbour site, provided that the target
site is vacant; we arrive at the continuum model
Rt =  V [R(1  S)]x + ( R + L+D + U) + R(1  S); (23)
Lt = V [L(1  S)]x + (R  L+D + U) + L(1  S); (24)
Dt =  V [R(1  S)]y + (R + L D + U) + D(1  S); (25)
Ut = V [L(1  S)]y + (R + L+D   U) + U(1  S); (26)
V = (Pmv) lim
;!0




;  = lim
;!0

Pp


;  = lim
;!0

Pt


: (27)
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Here we see that the system of pdes for this particular two{dimensional interacting
velocity{jump process with proliferation is very similar to (12){(13).
Other options for modelling interacting velocity{jumps in higher dimensions are
more challenging. For example, we could take a lattice{free approach where the direction
of movement is chosen from a continuous distribution of angles [9]. The lattice{free
framework gives rise to certain issues, such as constructing ecient algorithms to
simulate crowding eects, and deriving the appropriate continuum limit description.
Recently, progress has been made towards deriving continuum{limit descriptions of
lattice{free interacting position{jump models [31, 32], however we are unaware of any
similar progress in terms of simulating or analyzing lattice{free interacting velocity{
jump models.
The role of other assumptions in this work can also be further investigated. For
example, here we always assume that a proliferation event gives rise to a daughter
agent that has the same direction of movement as the mother agent. Alternatively, it is
possible to develop a discrete model where the direction of movement of the daughter
agent is chosen at random, with each potential direction chosen with equal probability.
Our approach of taking the continuum limit of a discrete conservation statement to
arrive at a pde model can be repeated for this alternative proliferation mechanism to
provide quantitative insight into the role of such assumptions.
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7. Appendix A
The terms on the right{hand side of (1) for the right{moving noninteracting
subpopulation can be interpreted as follows:
 PmhRi v i(1 Pt)(1 Pp), is the probability that a right-moving agent at site i v ,
does not change direction, moves into site i and does not proliferate.
 PmhRi v i(1   Pt)Pp, is the probability that a right-moving agent at site i   v ,
does not change direction, moves into site i and proliferates, placing a right-moving
daughter agent at site i.
 PmhLi v iPt(1   Pp), is the probability that a left-moving agent at site i   v ,
changes direction, moves into site i and does not proliferate.
 PmhLi v iPtPp, is the probability that a left-moving agent at site i   v , changes
direction, moves into site i and proliferates, placing a right-moving daughter agent
at site i.
 (1 Pm)hLiiPt(1 Pp), is the probability that a left-moving agent at site i changes
direction, does not attempt to leave site i and does not proliferate.
 (1   Pm)hLiiPtPp, is the probability that a left-moving agent at site i, changes
direction, does not attempt to leave site i, and proliferates, placing a right-moving
daughter agent at site i.
 PmhRii(1  Pt)(1  Pp), is the probability that a right-moving agent at site i does
not change direction, leaves site i and does not proliferate.
 PmhRii(1   Pt)Pp, is the probability that a right-moving agent at site i does not
change direction, leaves site i and proliferates.
 PmhRiiPt(1   Pp), is the probability that a right-moving agent at site i, changes
direction, leaves site i, and does not proliferate.
 PmhRiiPtPp, is the probability that a right-moving agent at site i, changes direction,
leaves site i, and proliferates.
 (1  Pm)hRiiPt(1  Pp), is the probability that a right-moving agent at site i, does
not change direction, does not attempt to leave site i, and does not proliferate.
 (1   Pm)hRiiPtPp, is the probability that a right-moving agent at site i, does not
change direction, does not attempt to leave site i, and proliferates.
 (1  Pm)hRii(1  Pt)Pp, is the probability that a right-moving agent at site i, does
not change direction, does not attempt to leave site i, and proliferates, placing a
right-moving daughter agent at site i.
A similar physical interpretation of the terms on the right{hand side of (2) for the
left{moving noninteracting subpopulation can also be made in a similar way.
The terms on the right{hand side of (10) for the right{moving interacting
population can be interpreted as follows:
 PmhRi v i(1 hSii)(1 Pt)(1 Pp), the probability that a right{moving agent at site
i  v , does not change direction, moves to vacant site i, and does not proliferate.
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 PmhRi v i(1   hSii)(1   Pt)Pp, the probability that a right{moving agent at site
i  v , does not change direction, moves to vacant site i, and proliferates.
 PmhLi v i(1 hSii)Pt(1 Pp), the probability that a left{moving agent at site i v
changes direction, and moves to vacant site i, and does not proliferate.
 PmhLi v i(1   hSii)PtPp, the probability that a left{moving agent at site i   v
changes direction, and moves to vacant site i, and proliferates.
 PmhLiihSi+v iPt(1 Pp), the probability that a left{moving agent at site i changes
direction, attempts to move to site i+ v however site i+ v is occupied, and does
not proliferate.
 PmhLiihSi+v iPtPp, the probability that a left{moving agent at site i changes
direction, attempts to move to site i + v however site i + v is occupied, and
proliferates.
 (1  Pm)hLiiPt(1  Pp), the probability that a left{moving agent at site i, changes
direction, does not move and does not proliferate.
 (1   Pm)hLiiPtPp, the probability that a left{moving agent at site i, changes
direction, does not move and proliferates.
 PmhRii(1 hSi+v i)(1 Pt)(1 Pp), the probability that a right{moving agent at site
i, does not change direction, moves to vacant site i+ v , and does not proliferate.
 PmhRii(1  hSi+v i)(1  Pt)Pp, the probability that a right{moving agent at site i,
does not change direction, moves to vacant site i+ v , and proliferates.
 PmhRii(1  hSi v i)Pt(1  Pp), the probability that a right{moving agent at site i,
changes direction, moves to vacant site i  v , and does not proliferate.
 PmhRii(1 hSi v i)PtPp, the probability that a right{moving agent at site i, changes
direction, moves to vacant site i  v , and proliferates.
 (Pm)hRiihSi v iPt(1   Pp), the probability that a right{moving agent at site i,
changes direction, attempts to move to site i  v however site i  v is occupied,
and does not proliferate.
 (Pm)hRiihSi v iPtPp, the probability that a right{moving agent at site i, changes
direction, attempts to move to site i   v however site i   v is occupied, and
proliferates.
 (1 Pm)hRiiPt(1 Pp), the probability that a right{moving agent at site i, changes
direction, does not attempt to move and does not proliferate.
 (1   Pm)hRiiPtPp, the probability that a right{moving agent at site i, changes
direction, does not attempt to move and proliferates.
 PmhRi v 1i(1 hSi 1i)(1 Pt)(1 hSii)Pp=2, the probability that a right{moving
agent at site i  v   1, does not change direction, moves to site i  1 and places a
right{moving daughter agent to the right at vacant site i.
 PmhLi v 1i(1  hSi 1i)Pt(1  hSii)Pp=2, the probability that a left{moving agent
at site i   v   1, changes direction, moves to site i   1, proliferates and places a
right{moving daughter agent to the right at vacant site i .
 PmhRi v+1i(1 hSi+1i)(1 Pt)(1 hSii)Pp=2, the probability that a right{moving
agent at site i v+1, does not change direction, moves to site i+1, and proliferates
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to place a right{moving daughter agent to the left at vacant site i.
 PmhLi v+1i(1  hSi+1i)Pt(1  hSii)Pp=2, the probability that a left{moving agent
at site i   v + 1, changes direction, moves to site i + 1, proliferates and places a
right{moving daughter agent to the left at vacant site i.
 (1   Pm)hRi 1i(1   Pt)(1   hSii)Pp=2, the probability that a right{moving agent
at site i  1, does not move, does not change direction, and proliferates to place a
right{moving daughter agent at vacant site i.
 (1   Pm)hLi 1iPt(1   hSii)Pp=2, the probability that a left{moving agent at site
i   1, does not move, changes direction, and proliferates to place a right{moving
daughter agent at vacant site i.
 PmhRi 1ihSi+v 1i(1 Pt)(1 hSii)Pp=2, the probability that a right{moving agent
at site i   1, does not change direction, attempts to move but site i + v   1
is occupied and hence the agent remains at site i   1, and proliferate to place a
right{moving daughter agent at site i.
 PmhLi 1ihSi+v 1iPt(1 hSii)Pp=2, the probability that a left{moving agent at site
i  1, changes direction, attempts to move but site i+ v   1 is occupied and hence
the agent remains at site i   1, and proliferate to place a right{moving daughter
agent at site i.
 (1   Pm)hRi+1i(1   Pt)(1   hSii)Pp=2, the probability that a right{moving agent
at site i + 1, does not move, does not change direction, and proliferate to place a
right{moving daughter agent at vacant site i.
 (1   Pm)hLi+1iPt(1   hSii)Pp=2, the probability that a left{moving agent at site
i + 1, does not move, changes direction, and proliferate to place a right{moving
daughter agent at vacant site i.
 PmhRi+1ihSi+v+1i(1 Pt)(1 hSii)Pp=2, the probability that a right{moving agent
at site i + 1, does not change direction, attempts to move however site i + v + 1
is occupied, and proliferates to place a right{moving daughter agent at site i.
 PmhLi+1ihSi+v+1iPt(1 hSii)Pp=2, the probability that a left{moving agent at site
i+ 1, changes direction, attempts to move however site i+ v + 1 is occupied, and
proliferates to place a right{moving daughter agent at site i.
An equivalent physical interpretation of the terms on the right{hand side of (11) for the
left{moving interacting population can also be made in a similar way.
